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Egypt is the most fascinating destination in the North Africa and is the most traveled destination in
the entire world. The historical landscape, magnificent spectrum of attractions, beautiful
destinations, beauties of the Nile and the enormity of Ancient Egyptians truly leave the vacationers
spell bound on their visit to Egypt. No, doubt Egypt is the worldâ€™s oldest civilization this beautiful is
packed with wonders. This beautiful country is has always impressed the visitorâ€™s heart and always
captivated the imagination of travelers who seeks the intellectual pursuits.

The beauty of the country is enhance by the natural grandeur with the solitary white sand deserts,
great River Nile, mighty mountains of the Sinai, gleaming underwater life of the Red Sea, the
abundant oases and the stunning beaches of the Mediterranean. Truly the beautiful destination is
outstanding and its natural beauties are worth to visit and explore on your vacation.

Egypt lovingly known as land of wonders is dotted with some sheer which truly are wonderful and
worth to visit and explore. The iconic pyramids of Giza, medieval bazaars, elegant tombs, temples
of Luxor and Karnak, the valley of Kings, sound and light shows at the enormous tombs of Abu
Simbel, the bustling city of Cairo will easily attract the vacationers with its sheer wonders. Some of
the most wonderful attractions and destinations which truly enhance the beauty of  Tourism in Egypt
are as listed below:

Luxor

Astounding Luxor is considered as the most sought after destination in the Egypt. This beautiful city
is beautiful considered as an open air museum as it offers a number of well preserved monuments.
The unique artifacts are truly very wonder and it is impossible to find anywhere on the earth. This
beautiful city is built around the ancient Thebes which truly are very world to visit and explore on
your vacation.

Pyramids

Egypt is synonyms to Pyramids. This marvel architecture is the tombs constructed for pharaohs and
their queens to bury them. There are more than 138 Pyramids in the country which is truly the most
iconic attraction which easily lure the vacationers from all over the globe. The Great Pyramids of
Giza is considered as the biggest of all the Pyramids which truly took around 1000 years to build.
This truly is the most iconic tourist attractions and destination which easily leave the vacationers
spell bound and are worth to visit and explore. No tour to Egypt is completed or very worth one until
the fascinating Egypt Pyramids is explored. 

Abu Simbel

It is one of the most impressive and archaeologically iconic sites of Egypt. It is a part of UNESCO
World Heritage Site of Nubian Monuments. This is a set of elegant temples which are amazingly
carved out of sandstone cliffs. The Great Temple of Ramses II and the four massive statues of
Ramses II with three other Gods are awe inspiring and truly worth to visit and explore. The light and
the sounds show which is held in the evening truly are breathtaking and enhance the beauty of this
ancient temple.

Beside these there are numerous tourist attractions and destinations which are very worth to visit
and explore with any Egypt packages booked from a leading Egypt travel agents.
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